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Today’s agenda

• What’s in the September release
• The CONTENTdm Cookbook
• What’s coming next
• Questions and live demo
New “Show All” button

• Compound objects now have “Show All” vs. “Filtered” toggle button
• Default view shows all child pages
• And search hits are highlighted with red bar
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WHAT COUNTS?

By WHAT standards can the work which an educational institution is doing be measured? How can it be determined whether or not a college is developing so that some day it may be a possible candidate for that indeterminate thing called greatness? Do numbers alone determine?

These questions continually arise and are forced upon those engaged in teaching. The disposition at the A. and M. College has always been to pay little regard to numbers and much regard to work. Perhaps this has been because of the fact that students have always been plentiful in comparison with the available space for the work of the different departments. There
IIIIF improvements

• Presentation manifests for Monograph compound objects
• Collection and site manifests built much more quickly
Many bug fixes

- Corrected thumbnail preview when sharing to social media.
- Fixed bug where the “login” option is off-screen when the main menu has many items.
- When tabbing to the hamburger menu, the text of the current menu item is now white.
- “Skip to main content” button now working on the About page.
- Item sequencing problems corrected for monographs and regular compound objects.
- The 11th facet no longer disappears when there are exactly 11 facets.
- Mobile view Show More/Less buttons no longer disappear when entering Refine mode.
- Page-specific Reference URLs from 6.x now redirect to correct page in new website.
- Corrected issue where certain folders show as blank when viewed through File Manager in Website Configuration Tool.
Customization Cookbook

• New recipes published and more coming
• New preview & download portal: https://cdmdemo.contentdm.oclc.org/digital/custom/recipедownload
• Clearer documentation on demo site
• Recipe versioning and some recent cleanup
• Recipe obsolescence
What’s coming next

• You tell us. What do you want to see?
• Improving collection scope for search refinement
• Internet Archive BookReader page flip viewer
• Cookbook recipes. Tell us what interests you or what you’ve created to share with other users.
• See [Release Notes](#) for other items on our radar
Questions

Type into the WebEx chat 📘

Slides and recording will be posted to the Release Notes page soon.
Live demo

“Show All” toggle:

- [Link to Show All](https://sandbox.contentdm.oclc.org/digital/collection/p10010coll1/search/searchterm/improvement)

Monograph:

- [Link to Monograph](https://cdmdemo.contentdm.oclc.org/digital/collection/oclcsample/id/102)

Cookbook recipes:

- [Link to Cookbook](https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/CONTENTdm/Advanced_website_customization/Customization_cookbook)
- [Link to Cookbook Recipes](https://cdmdemo.contentdm.oclc.org/digital/custom/recipedownloads)
- [Link to Cookbook](https://cdmdemo.contentdm.oclc.org/)

Live demo